
Speakers and 
Acoustics

“Bwaaaaaaam”
-Inception (2010)



How do Speakers make sound?
▪ A speaker converts electrical signals into sound! 

▪ By moving back and forth, the speaker increases and decreases the air 
pressure in front of it.

▪ What with the boom boom pow and such.



Speaker Essentials:
▪ Cone: The main moving mass of the speaker. 

▪ The larger the cone, the larger surface area the speaker will have. 

▪ The more surface area a speaker has, the more air it can move.

▪ The more air it can move, the louder the speaker can get.

▪ Suspension: The suspension apparatus acts like a spring when the 
speaker is in motion. It pulls the cone back to the center position after it 

is moved. 

▪ The rigidity, composition, and design of the suspension can greatly 

affect a speaker’s performance. 



Speaker Diagram:



Speakers

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tERt20KWM74


Speakers

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5WKU7gG_ApU


▪ The Magnet Structure: The magnetic structure creates a standing magnetic field. A 
strong magnetic field allows greater cone motion potential.
▪ The Voice Coil: The voice coil and standing magnetic field are what make a cone move. 
▪ When an electrical current/signal from an audio amplifier (alternating at the same 

frequency as the sound that created it) is put into a speaker's voice coil, the voice coil 
generates an alternating magnetic field. 
▪ The alternating polarity of the voice coil causes it to be repelled-from and attracted-to 

the standing magnetic field. 
▪ This action of alternating attracting and repelling causes the cone (attached to the 

voice coil) to move. When the cone moves between 20Hz-20 KHz, the speaker makes 
sound that we can hear. 

▪ The Frame: The frame holds all of the components outlined above together. 

Parts of a Speaker



What is a driver?
▪ Drivers are speakers that are designed to voice a specific range of 

frequencies. 

▪ There are traditionally four types of drivers:

▪ Woofers: Specialize in producing low frequencies and are the 
largest of the drivers.

▪ Midrange: Specialize in producing midrange frequencies. 

▪ Tweeters: Specialize in producing high frequencies. 

▪ Sub-Woofers: Special drivers that focus on replicating very 
low frequencies; many of which we can't hear. This driver's 
purpose is to add the shake, rumble, and roll to a listening 
experience. 



In Theatre...
Monitor Wedge: Speakers on stage for the 
actors and musicians to hear things.

Line Array: Many speakers linked together to 
hit the full audience.

Center Cluster: A line array at center.



In Theatre...
Floor Fills/ Center Fills: Speakers set at the lip of the stage for the front section of 
audience.

In Ear Monitor: A special headphone made to go in the ear of a performer.



Speaker Placement
Where speakers are placed is super important. Where the are can help create a 
sound image.

Sound Image: Where the audience “feels” the sound coming from. Best example is 
“surround sound” but also how high and low the sound is.

Focus and tuning: Speakers need to be focused like lights. different speakers have 

different sized “beams.” Making sure the room is covered is vital. Tuning is making 
sure each seat has the same quality of sound. This is done through focus and EQing.



Acoustics
Acoustics is how the sound travels in a room. The materials of a room, the shape of 
the room and even the temperature will affect acoustics.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mY-f68J5PPo


Acoustics
Acoustic Panels: Wall panels that affect how sound reverberates in the room. Soft 
panels like foam lessen reverb, hard panels like wood increase reverb.



To Wrap it up...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-S6FPeJW60s

